LOS ANGELES FIRE DEPARTMENT MUSEUM & FALLEN FIREFIGHTERS' MEMORIAL
COMMEMORATIVE BRICK PAVER ORDER FORM

LEVELS

Supporter $125  Purchases a Brick Paver for the Memorial Plaza

(All levels below include Brick Paver)

1st Alarm $500  Name inscribed on the “Wall of Flame”

2nd Alarm $1,000  Name inscribed on the “Wall of Flame” and Memorial Keepsake

3rd Alarm $5,000  Name inscribed on the “Wall of Flame,” Memorial Keepsake, and Special LAFD Jacket

4th Alarm $10,000  Name inscribed on the “Wall of Flame,” Memorial Keepsake, Special LAFD Jacket, and small replica of Memorial Statue

5th Alarm $25,000  Name inscribed on the “Wall of Flame,” Memorial Keepsake, Special LAFD Jacket, small replica of Memorial Statue, and LAFD Medal of Valor Replica

Patron $50,000  Name inscribed on the “Wall of Flame,” Memorial Keepsake, and Special LAFD Jacket, LAFD Medal of Valor Replica, and Large Replica of Memorial Statue

Benefactor $100,000  Name inscribed on the “Wall of Flame,” Memorial Keepsake, Special LAFD Jacket, LAFD Medal of Valor Replica, Large Replica of Memorial Statue, and exhibit named for the Benefactor.

SAMPLES:

In Memory of
BC Stanley Borden
Fire Station 14
Members ’02
Home Depot
Hollywood

ORDER FORM

NAME__________________________________________ LEVEL CHOSEN_________________

ORGANIZATION__________________________________________

ADDRESS_____________________________________________

CITY/STATE/ZIP________________________________________

TELEPHONE NO.____________________________E-MAIL________________________________

AMOUNT ENCLOSED __________________________ (Do not send cash) –Your Contribution is Tax Deductible.

A Paver may have up to a maximum of two lines of text. Each line is limited to 18 characters including spaces.

________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

Please complete form and return with Check or Money Order to:

The Los Angeles Fire Department Historical Society
1355 N. Cahuenga Avenue
Hollywood, CA 90028
323-464-2727

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY:  Treasurer (Funds)  Memorial Coordinator

A 501.(C)3 Non-Profit Organization